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The inimitability of her style has won her world -wide acclaim. The word "Inimitability" means in

persian ...............
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1. 2. 3. 4.

The suras of the third meccan period , which form a pretty large part of our present Quran , are

almost entirely prosaic. The word " Prosaic" means in persian..........
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1. 2. 3. 4.

She wrote her paper with meticulous exactitude. The word "meticulous" means .....................
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1. 2. 3. 4.

The government has custody of all state gifts. The word " Custody' means in persian  ..................
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1. 2. 3. 4.

He preached a sermon."sermon" means in persian ..........
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Those who believe  and do deeds of righteousness the Gardens of paradise  shall be their

hospitality."deeds" means in persian ....
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Many parts of Torah have been changed and corrupted. "corrupted" here means in persian ..........
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1. 2. 3. 4.

This verse has been abrogated  by another new verse."abrogate" means in persian .........
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Exegesis of the Quran is the most important science for Muslims."Exegesis" means in persian
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1. 2. 3. 4.

The revelations from Allah as found in the Quran touch on a variety of  subject. "revelation"

means in persian .......
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Renaisance scholars and poets studied rhetoric closely. "Rhetoric " means in persian ...................
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1. 2. 3. 4.
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Abd  al  Jabbar  insisted on the unmatchable quality of the Quran's extra - ordinary eloquence and

unique stylist perfect. The word "Unmatchable " means .....................

incontestable untenable incomparable meticulous

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

..............................literally means " the rendering incapable powerless" 

Myth vers Tafsir I'jaz

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The  New Testament records ..................of healing and other wonders performed by jesus.

subjects miracles motives contents

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

........................is the best author who elaborated and systemized the theory of nazm in his

analysis of the  i'jaz in his Dala'il al-Ij'az.

abd al ` jabbar Fakhrad `dinal Razi

al `Zamakhshari Abd al`Qahiral` Jurjani
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1. 2.

3. 4.

The Jewish people have ..............for thousands of years despite the lack of political independence.

declined survived abrogated confirmed
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1. 2. 3. 4.

In technical language the word tafsir is used for explanation , interpretation and .....................on

the Quran.

generation transmission preservation commentary
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1. 2. 3. 4.

He eats very much. He is a (an)........................

manager interpreter devourer conquerer
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1. 2. 3. 4.

According to the Holy Quran , .......................and changes have corrupted the Torah.

alternations opinions confirmations dwellings
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1. 2. 3. 4.

I turned over the case in my mind and found no explanation which appeared to me to be

adequate. The word " Adequate " means ..................

free sufficient dark unclear
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1. 2. 3. 4.

The word ...........(light) is genuinely Arabic and commonly used in the Arabic language, but which

as used in the Quran have  been colored in its meaning by the use of the cognate languages.

zanjabil Ferdaws Fatir Nur
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1. 2. 3. 4.
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On interpretation is one of the Aristotle's treaties on logic. The word " Treaty " means ..................

summary tradition dissertation classification

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A hadith is composed of the matn  and the ............................

verse sunnah Isnad tradition
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1. 2. 3. 4.

We may easily perplex our judgement by a multitude of considerations foreign to the matter. The

word " Perplex" means...............

entitle separate interrupt baffle
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1. 2. 3. 4.

She rejects the critics's ...................against her recent book.

identification matter dependence verdict
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Mauquf as one type of hadith means  a narration from ....................................

the prophet a companion only

accessor Allah

26-

1. 2.

3. 4.

.........................is a hadith which is narrated by a weak narrator and whose narration goes  against

another authentic hadith.

Mudraj Munkar Sahih Mursal
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1. 2. 3. 4.

The Arabic expression Aziz  ( in the terminology of hadith ) means ........................

rare strange famous denounced

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

it was only after Muhammad encountered ..........................resistance that the tone of the

revelation became thoroughly passionate.

impossible drawn assigned obstinate

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

.........................relates the events , conditions  and deeds of gods or superhuman beings that are

outside  ordinary human life and yet basic to it.

Midrash Bigotry Myth Calamity
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1. 2. 3. 4.
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